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Intorduction 

 

This project is the experimental extension of the work that has been done for the island of 

Crete two years ago, with very interesting conclusions about the significance of the island 

during the Roman period. In the first place, we examined  through digital analysis the island 

of Crete in Tabula Peutingeriana, with emphasis given to the analysis of its road network. In a 

second step of the research, as this first step gave us enough evidences of the island’s 

significance in roman era, we are interested to examine and compare the rest Mediterranean 

islands, especially the toponyms and the road networks on them, comparatively to Crete. The 

project is based in one-by-one image of Tabula Peutingeriana, through Euratlas’ website, 

based on the original manuscript of Austrian National Library and accompanied by a 

interactive map
1
 and a transcription of some toponyms in each part, and to the one-by one 

image of the Conrand Miller facsimile, d. 1887/88, available at the website of Biblioteca 

Augustana
2
, as a check-point for the reading of the manuscript. 
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1
 Original manuscript (1265?)  in digital form, Euratlas,  http://www.euratlas.net/cartogra/peutinger/  

2
 Konrad Miller facsimile, 1887/88, Biblioteca Augustana, http://www.hs-

augsburg.de/~Harsch/Chronologia/Lspost03/Tabula/tab_pe00.html  

 



Tabula Peutingeriana 

 

  
 

Tabula Peutingeriana is the most representative piece of cartography of the Roman era. A 

sample of roman itineraria scripta, a cartohraphic type of geographic and military character, 

which was popular in ancient Rome, it depicts thoroughly the ancient roman road network 

from the Iberian Peninsula until Middle East, surrounding the Mediterranean Sea. According 

to actual cartographic terminology, Tabula Peutingeriana is a typical example of a thematic 

road map preserving mainly the topology of geographic continuity rather than the conven-

tional cartographic representation. The strongly deformed shape, mainly in terms of latidute, 

does not preserve any rational cartographic scale or orientation in any of Tabula’s twelve 

sheets. Despite its overall deformation, the distances, at least between the main cities, are 

defined with sufficient accuracy
3
. The deformations of the coastline course and of the geosha-

pes in Tabula makes today its reading unfamiliar and complicated for the non-experts, but the 

thematic information contained is considered of great significance, mostly for the depiction 

and the semantics of the ancient road networks in late roman antiquity. Depicting in 

topological consistency the road network and offering travel information to its users (by 

showing the road network, the settlements, the staging posts, the partial distances, the cities of 

various type, depending on their size and significance etc. –hundreds of functional place 

symbols, used with classified differentiation, are used for the depiction of all these features), 

the map proves its obvious utility value: showing to the traveler, in a schematic way, what lay 

ahead of him and how far.  

 

 

                                                 
3
 The map depicts the road network in the Roman Empire, almost 70.000 roman miles long which 

equals ca. 104.000 kms of roads length and sea routes. In addition, almost 300.000 toponyms are 

reported on map according the cursus publicus.  

 



Mediterranean Islands in Tabula Peutingeriana 

 

 
 

  
 

The main Mediterranean islands that we are interested to see how are depicted in Tabula, 

from West to East, are Balearic islands, Corsica and Sardenia, Djerba, Sicily and Malta, the 

islands of Adriatic and Ionian Sea, Crete, the Aegean islands and Cyprus. Even at the first 

sight, it is obvious that not all islands are depicted with the same care. All over Mediterranean 

Sea, the cartographer’s choice was to refer in detail only three major islands: Sicily, Crete and 

Cyprus, with their cities, the road networks and other details. In islands of minor importance 

at the time, such as Cosrica, Sardenia and Djerba we have some toponyms, while other 

islands, not necessary the smallest ones, like Balearic, Adriatic, Ionian and Aegean islands, 

among them Rhodes, are just depicted with their names, without any other detail. We should 

note that there is no reference at all to Malta. 

 



The “minor” islands: Balearic, Adriatic, Ioanian and Aegean 

 

 a 
 

 b 
Balearic islands: We have a conflict between our two sources: In Biblioteca Augustana’s facsimile, Ba-

learic islands are depicted in the first, missing and reconstructed section (b), while in Euratlas (a) Bale-

aric are identified with 3 anonymous islands to the follwing section II.  But, even to the reconstruction, 

(just like the Canary islands, Thule or Ibernia insula), Balearic islands are depicted only with their 

names, without any other detail. 

 

 a 

 b 

    c 

         d 

In the following section we have numerous little islands round Corsica and Sardinia (a), but it’s 

difficult to identify them, either because their names are difficult to read, either because there is no 

names at all –we still try to locate possible references. Following, in three sections, the islands in 



Adrionian Sea  (b), the Ionian islands, with their names and a symbol of town in Cephalonia (c), all 

with just their names and many of them anonymous, and the Aegean islands, some of them in red color, 

some difficult to be read, but most of them with their names. Rhodes is depicted relatively big in size, 

far away from the other islands of Aegean Sea. 

 

Major islands A: Corsica, Sardinia, Djerba 

 

The first three of the major islands, Corsica, Sardinia and Djerba are depicted with some 

toponyms, without any road network or symbols of towns. 
 

 a  b 

The resarch is still open for the identification of the toponyms in Corsica and Sardinia (a), as for Djerba 

(b). It’s obvious the extreme deformation and disorientation  of this islands comparing to the modern 

map. 

 

Major islands B: Crete, Cyprus and Sicily 

 

 
 

At the time Tabula Peutingeriana was constructed, Crete is a separate administrative district 

in Eastern Roman Empire, with its centre in Gortys, the modern Herakleion. The map depicts 

the road network with a red curved line (without any alteration of roads), with each inter-

section marking a staging point, a city or simply the distance corresponding to one day route. 

Four major and fourteen minor cities are placed in Crete. Despite the deformation, it is not 

difficult to identify some geographical features: Without giving any names, we recognize two 



symbols of mountains, the first at the top of a gulf (Ormos Mesaras) in the South and the 

second in the East part of the island.  
 

 a 

 b 

 

All ninteen Cretan cities reported in Tabula Peutingeriana, four major and forteen minor, are identified 

thanks to archeological evidence related to known cities of late antiquity, more or less important. 

Thirteen of them remain the same today (a). The cursus publicus connecting the sites, as represented in 

T.P., is scaled with the relevant partial distances in Roman miles (b). 

 

With its centre in Gortys, the road network of Crete according to Tabula Peutingeriana is 

developed radially in the following pattern:  

1. A road in the East, connecting Gortys with Ierapytna, through Knosos, Hersonisos, Lyttos, 

Arcades and Bienna. 

2. A second road connecting Gortys with Ierapytna, through Inatos. It appears that it was not 

rare to include two or more alternative routes between a pair of points, with 

or without indication for the reasons. 

3. A road in the North-West, connecting Gortys with Cydonia and the port of Cisamos, 

through Sybrita, Eleftherna, Lappa and Cisamos. 

4-5. Two independent roads, connecting Gortys with Lentas and Lasaia (We should mention 

here that the position of the two ports is reverted than their identification from the 

archaeological research). 

6. A road appearing not to be connected with the rest of the network, in the West, connecting 

Cisamos with Lisos through Cantanos (The road ends at an anonymous station, giving the 

distance from Lisos). Although it seems in the Tabula Peutingeriana that this road develops at 

the South-West, it is obvious in the modern map that it develops along the West coast of the 

island. 

7. Finally, without depicting any road, the distance between Cydonia (Chania) and Cisamos 

(Kasteli) is indicated 32 roman miles, ca. 48 km, whilst this distance today is 39 km along the 

motorway). It is interesting to point out the deformed depiction of the West part of the island. 

In Tabula Peutingeriana the cities are set out in a way that Cisamos is collocated in the South 



West extreme end of the island, while the archaeological research identifies it with modern 

Kasteli, at the North West extreme point.  

 

 
 

The Island of Cyprus, the third in area among the five larger islands of the Mediterranean, is 

laying in a critical area  for the major historic routes in East Mediterranean. Together with 

Crete, Cyprus enjoyed almost a privileged treatment by the early mapmakers, obviously 

because of their nodal placement along the sea routes. 

 

 



 a 

b 
Twelve towns are mentioned on Cyprus, all nodal points of the island’s Roman road system, among 

which five are marked by a proper symbol as equally important (Paphos, Soloe, Cerinia, Salamina, 

Thremitus). All of them are identified through the archaeological research and 12 of them retain the ini-

tial name (a). Here the road network is developed differently, with many centres and only two “double” 

precarious distances, between Tamisos and Thremitus (b).  

 

The network, simulated on a modern map according to archaeological evidence, is developed 

in three parts:  

i. The first from Paphos toy Salamina through Soloe, Lampoussa Keryneia and Hytroi 

ii. The second, following the south coastline, from Paphos to Salamina through Palaia Pafos, 

koyrio, Amathus and Kitio 

iii. And the third road, starting from Soloe crosses the island, passing through Tamassos and 

Tremetoussia. 
 

 
 



Last but not least, Sicily, the first in size among the Mediterranean islands, close to Rome 

amd nearly to the center of the Mediterraneann Sea. It’s the only island where we have names 

of rivers, plus 23 towns, 5 of them with the symbol of major city and 1 with the symbol of 

bathes. 

 

 
 

 a 

 b 
Not all of the 27 towns are identified with modern toponyms in Sicily (a). For example, for Hible and 

Agris we have more than one alternative identifications. Some of the toponyms are difficult to read, 

one of the symbols of major cities is not accompanied with a toponym –it could be Catana, an 

important city of this era, connected with Syracouse. After all, 9 out of 27 toponyms remain the same, 

8 are coming from the ancient name, and 5 toponyms are not identified. 

 

Again by simulating the network on a modern map according to archaeological evidence, the 

road network is dveloped like  

1. Starting from Termini Imerese /Thermis, to Messina through Cefalu/ Cefaledo, Halesa, 

Caronea / Calacte, Capo d'Orlando and Tindari/ Tindareo 



2.From Termini Imerese to Trapani through Solanto, Palermo, Segeste-and here.  

3.From Termini Imerese to Paterno through Enna, Agira, Centuripe and 

4. From Trapani to Marsala and Sciacca. After more than one alternatives on the identifica-

tion of the cities leave us with questions and it is obvious that the research here still remains 

open, waiting for help from the archaeological research.  

The schedule help us to locate some dark points, like missing distances (between Thermis and 

Solunto for example), the placement of Tauromenion, the modern Taormina, before Tyndaris, 

while in the reality it is at the East coast etc. 
 

 
 

Comparisons: Toponyms, relevant position, road networks 

 

As we saw before, the map depicts the road network with a red curved line (without any 

alteration of roads), with each intersection marking a staging point, a city or simply the di-

stance corresponding to one day route. The distances between the stations are indicated in 

roman miles, in Latin writing. Before making any convertion in kilometres, we should keep in 

mind that we are dealing with a disaccord between the written sources and the archaeological 

evidence: while according the littarary tradition 1 roman mile equals 1,48 km, the archaeo-

logical research and the identification of known distances give us the equivalence of 1 roman 

mile to 1,52 km. So, if we write down all the evidences we have about the distances and their 

equivalents, we have a file for each island, With the equivalents of roman miles in kilometers 

and the corresponding distance through the modern road network.  

 

 

 

 
 



Accepting legitimate approximations in the comparison of distances, given in T.P. versus the 

actual values (T.P. vs a.v.) impressive results are obtained, like e.g. :  

i. The coincidence of the distances (see Cyprus, green color): (In some cases, where the 

distance is not great and the geomorphology leaves no space for alternative routes, we have 

an almost accurate coincidence). 

ii. The vicinity of distance differences, close to 10%, like the one noted with blue color 

(Crete, Cyprus, Socily). It is interesting although that the distances of Tabula Peutingeriana’s 

roads lead us to search and find in most cases modern non paved roads (of approximate same 

length), while the modern motorways follow other directions: only a small part of the ancient 

road network is identified with motorways, in most cases it seems that the ancient 

roadnetwork followed roads still existing, but still not paved.  

iiii. Third, some gross differences, noted with pink color (Crete). 

iv. And four, the cases wher we lack of evidences, noted with red color (Sicily). 

 

 a  b 

 c 
With the measurements provided, we can have some idea about larger distances, for example about the 

distances between the major cities. Here, in Crete we take a variation of  +-5-10% (a), while in Cyprus, 

at the relevant schedule, there is impressive similarities and diferences (b) and in Sicily, just because 

there is this identified cities, we could’nt have more than 2 comparisons, because we are missing parts 

of the routes (c) 

 



 
 

Which bring us to the matter of the surface and scale: The relative size of the Mediterranean 

islands is really impressive: while Crete is the less extended between the five major Mediter-

renean islands, after Sicily, Sardenia, Cyprus and Corsica, it is also depicted much bigger than 

the other islands. It seems that Tabula’s cartographer chooses to focus on Crete, while at the 

same time recognises that in the other islands there are more places worth to refer, as we saw 

before. Moreover, Cosrica and Sardenia, whereas bigger in area than Crete, are depicted much 

smaller in Tabula, almost without any other characteristic exept their name, without any road 

network at all. It is obvious that the cartographer’s choice reflects the minor importance of 

these two islands in trevelling and sea routing at that time.  

 

 
 

After the comparison in number of toponyms, symbols etc, we can see at the qualitative 

diagrams, to the left, the islands classified according to the real surface ((blue) and the ratio of 

the Peutingerian toponyms with respect to the real surface (red) and to the right the clas-

sification according the Peutingeriana island surface (blue) and the ratio of the Peutingerian 

toponyms with respect to the peutingeriana surface (red), showing how the perception of the 

islands changes according the image used.  

 



 
 

 

 
 

 
 

In conclusion: Introducing literary sources, archaeological and modern evidence in the study 

of historical maps, applying modern digital technologies and a relevant methodology, one 

could draw useful information about the importance of the islands at the time the Tabula 

Peutingeriana was constructed (4th century), their relative significance, the function of the 



road networks and the unveiling of its operationality,  the identification of significant cities, in 

relation to the road network, and their classification according to their importance in the 

network (1st level - 2nd level - simple stations), the relative distances between cities, the 

identification and comparison with modern networks, the portrayal and evaluation of the 

Mediterrnaean islands road networks during late antiquity. 

It looks that the comparative study of the mediterranenan islands in Tabula Peutingeriana, 

despite the “dark aspects”, confirms the initial understanding that Crete was island docu-

mented with moere care in Tabula, which reflects the importance of this island to the Roman 

routes in the sea. And this is a leading point for future work, in cooperation with archaeologi-

cal research. 
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